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90% pump depletion and good beam quality in a
pulse-injection-seeded nanosecond optical

parametric oscillator
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We measured 90% pump depletion in a singly resonant image-rotating nanosecond optical parametric oscil-
lator that was pulse-injection seeded by a self-generated signal pulse. The oscillator was pumped by an 8 ns
duration single-frequency 532 nm pulse from an injection-seeded Q-switched Nd:YAG laser and resonated
an 803 nm signal. The pump and pulsed-seed beams had flat-topped spatial fluence profiles with diameters
of approximately 6 mm, giving a cavity Fresnel number at 803 nm approaching 400. The beam cleanup ef-
fects of the image-rotating cavity produce a far-field signal spatial fluence profile with approximately 60% of
its energy falling within the diffraction-limited spot size. © 2006 Optical Society of America

OCIS codes: 190.4970, 190.4410, 140.4780.
When oscillation in a singly resonant nanosecond op-
tical parametric oscillator (OPO) builds from quan-
tum fluctuations in the signal and idler fields,
buildup time �BU can be a substantial fraction of
pump pulse duration �P. This is especially true near
the oscillation threshold, where �BU is greatest, con-
version efficiency � �=�signal energy+idler energy� /
�pump energy�� is lowest, and pump power P�t� re-
mains largely undepleted for all t��BU.

As pump energy is increased above threshold, �BU
decreases and � increases to �50%, but eventually �
diminishes due to parametric backconversion, where
signal and idler light mix to generate new pump
light. The reversal of energy flow and the accompa-
nying � phase shift among these three waves not
only reduces � but diminishes beam quality as well.1

Near threshold, a nanosecond OPO’s efficiency can
be improved by injection seeding with single-
frequency cw light to reduce �BU. However, single-
frequency operation does not eliminate backconver-
sion, so at higher pump energy, � eventually equals
the efficiency of unseeded oscillation. This means
that the key to high � is achieving �BU��P with the
pump energy slightly below the backconversion
threshold. In principle, cw seeding can achieve �BU
��P, but the required multikilowatt power levels are
impractical, leaving pulsed seeding on nanosecond
time scales as the only sensible approach. Seed ener-
gies of �1 mJ are usually sufficient, with the addi-
tional requirements that the temporal Fourier trans-
form of the seed pulse overlap only one longitudinal
mode of the OPO cavity and that the seed arrive ear-
lier than the pump pulse by ��P. A tunable pulsed la-
ser or auxiliary single-frequency OPO can serve as
an independent seed source, or, alternatively, the
OPO can seed itself when an early-arriving pump
pulse generates a seed pulse that is subsequently in-
jected into the cavity. A self-generated seed is practi-
cal because its spectrum matches the OPO’s cavity
resonances, eliminating the need to frequency stabi-

lize one pulsed oscillator relative to another. One
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implementation of this technique used a grating to
spectrally filter the broadband seed pulse to achieve
tunable single-mode oscillation.2 Our method, de-
picted in Fig. 1, uses cw seeding and backward pump-
ing in a nonplanar ring-cavity Ristra OPO3 to gener-
ate a single-frequency seed pulse. We found that
injected seed energies of �50 	J reduce �BU to

0.1�P, and energies of �1 mJ result in �BU��P,
making possible pump depletion of 90%.

Pulsed seeding in almost any form increases �;
however, in a singly resonant OPO, pump depletion
of �65% requires careful selection of all operating
parameters. These include the cavity configuration
and its effect on beam quality of the resonated wave,
the crystal type and its phase-matching conditions,
the crystal length, output coupling, and the spatial
profiles of the pump and pulsed-seed beams (ideally
flat-topped for optimum mixing efficiency). Before
laboratory evaluation, all these parameters in our de-
sign were optimized by numerical modeling.3,4

From modeling and from measurements with a
pulsed-seeded Ristra OPO, we determined that flat-
topped spatial profiles are essential for obtaining
pump depletion near 90%. We have also found that, if
the pump profile is flat, the spatial profile of the
pulse-seed beam largely determines the profile of the
OPO’s resonated wave. Consequently, use of flat-
topped spatial profiles is essential in our experiment.
To obtain a flat profile for the pulsed seed we con-
verted the near-Gaussian low-energy small-diameter
backward signal pulse into a large-diameter flat-
topped beam by using spatial filtering and a
Gaussian-to-flat-top refractive beam shaper. A simi-
lar beam-shaping technique was applied to our for-
ward pump laser, such that its spatial profile and di-
ameter closely matched those of the pulsed seed
beam.5

Figure 2 shows the results of averaging 503 pulses;
the average depletion and rms variation in depletion
are 88.2% and 0.53%, respectively, with a maximum
single-shot depletion of 89.8%. The normalized signal

and pump pulses possess nearly identical temporal
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profiles because �BU�0 and �average�88%. Care must
be taken to accurately measure pump depletion at
these levels. Referring to Fig. 1, we begin by blocking
the cw seed laser, backward pump laser, and OPO
cavity such that there is no oscillation or single-pass
amplification within the cavity. We then digitize
pulses returned by the depleted and undepleted
forward-pump detectors, using a Tektronix TDS
7154B digital phosphor oscilloscope. Subsequent
temporal integration and averaging of 100 or more
pulses provides a ratio of these two pulse areas.
When oscillation resumes, knowledge of this ratio al-

Fig. 1. Block diagram of the experiment. The nonplanar
twisted rectangle, is projected onto the plane of the page. T
KTP crystals cut at �=58°, �=0° for 803�e�+1576.4�o�→53
polarizations parallel to the crystal eigenpolarizations. Appr
Ti:sapphire laser (Coherent 899) is dither locked to a cavity
a small-diameter low-energy backward-direction pump bea
generates a 2 mm 1/e2 diameter single-frequency 5 mJ seed
containing a spatial filter, a Gaussian-to-flat-topped refrac
scope, with maximum energy measured at a thin-film polar
seed resonates in the cavity and is amplified by the time-del
Continuum PL-9010). The pump laser was modified to hav
pulsed-seed beam.5 Relative arrival times of the pulses are
with clock-synced digital delay generators (SRS DG535).
vacuum photodiodes. R, reflection; AR, antireflecting; Fls, f

Fig. 2. Temporal profiles for the undepleted pump (solid
darker curve), depleted pump (solid lighter curve), and
OPO signal (open squares); the pump depletion calculated
from the average of 503 pulses was 88%, with maximum
single-shot depletion of 90%. The peak height of the unde-
pleted pump and signal are normalized, with the depleted
pump on the same scale as the undepleted pump. The un-
seeded signal (not shown) was intermittent during data ac-
quisition and barely observable after averaging, because
the pump energy was near or below the threshold for un-
seeded oscillation.
lows real-time monitoring of shot-to-shot pump
depletion. Postacquisition processing determines av-
erage and rms depletion.

To compare pulse-seeded to unseeded efficiency, we
recorded signal energy and pump depletion versus
pump energy, with the results shown in Fig. 3. We
used two 15 mm long OPO crystals to achieve high
depletion for low pump fluence, and Fig. 3 shows
�85% depletion with �14 mJ of signal energy when
the pump energy is 25 mJ (fluence, 0.09 J/cm2),
which is slightly above the unseeded oscillation
threshold. We note that 85% depletion is easily repro-
duced by our apparatus, whereas 90% single-shot
depletion for the data in Fig. 2 requires achieving in-
terferometric alignment of the pulsed-seed beam si-
multaneously with �k=0 in both crystals: a delicate,

ra OPO cavity,3 denoting a rotated image singly resonant
109 mm long cavity contains two 10 mm10 mm15 mm
�. Intracavity � /2 retardation maintains pump and signal
ately 5 mW of 803 nm light from a frequency-stabilized cw
e by use of phase-sensitive detection, so the laser providing
-switched injection-seeded Nd:YAG, Continuum NY82-10)

se. The seed pulse returns to the cavity via the optical path
beam shaper (Newport GBS-AR16), and an imaging tele-
(TFP) of �1.5 mJ. The 6 mm diameter spatially flat pulsed
forward pump laser (Q-switched injection-seeded Nd:YAG,
igh-quality flat-topped profile closely matching that of the
trolled to �1 ns by external triggering of the pump lasers
al and forward pump detectors are Hamamatsu R1328U
lengths.

Fig. 3. Energy efficiency curves for pulse-seeded and un-
seeded oscillation, and for pump depletion with pulsed
seeding, plotted versus forward pump energy. See text for
details.
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seeded oscillation suggests that threshold occurs for
�0 mJ pump energy, but this anomaly is due to the
energy of the seed pulse. Although these measure-
ments show only near-threshold efficiency, at higher
pump energy backconversion eventually leads to
nearly equal seeded and unseeded efficiency. How-
ever, the nearly identical signal and undepleted
pump temporal profiles occur only for pulsed seeding.
This temporal matching enhances the efficiency of
subsequent mixing processes such as sum-frequency
generation, in which an undepleted pump mixes with
the OPO’s signal to generate UV radiation.

The uniform fluence of flat-topped spatial profiles
optimizes OPO efficiency and, for large diameters,
fluence remains low for high-energy operation, reduc-
ing the risk of optical damage. We selected 6 mm di-
ameter flat-topped beams for these reasons, but this
choice results in a cavity Fresnel number (F=D2 /�L,
where D denotes diameter and L is the round-trip
cavity length) approaching 400 at �=803 nm. For
non-image-rotating cavities, F�100 generally re-
sults in poor beam quality but, as explained in Ref. 3,
image rotation working in conjunction with angle-
critical birefringent phase matching can produce
highly symmetric high-quality beams, even for large
F.

Fig. 4. Signal spatial fluence profiles. (a) Measured near
field; the circle denotes a flat-topped diameter of 5.2 mm.
(b) Reference Airy pattern generated by Fourier transform-
ing a true flat top of 5.2 mm diameter with the circle at the
first Airy null enclosing 84% of energy. (c) Far-field fluence
obtained by Fourier transforming the near-field fluence in
(a). (d) Measured far-field fluence with approximately 60%
of the energy within the circle. �x, �y, far-field angles. See
text for additional details.
Figure 4(a) shows the measured near-field signal
spatial fluence, with the 5.2 mm diameter circle de-
noting the flat-topped portion of the beam. Absent
phase distortions, propagation to the far field forms
an Airy pattern, as shown by the reference far-field
fluence in Fig. 4(b), which we obtained by Fourier
transforming a true 5.2 mm diameter flat-topped pro-
file. Figure 4(c) shows the far-field fluence obtained
by transforming the entire near-field profile in Fig.
4(a), assuming no phase distortion, with the circles in
Figs. 4(b) and 4(c) denoting the first Airy null. Figure
4(d) shows the experimental far-field signal fluence
measured through a 505 mm focal-length lens with
an effective f-number of �80. The structure in Fig.
4(d) could arise from phase front distortion but might
also reflect the temporal dynamics of a real OPO sig-
nal pulse, which are neglected by the time-
independent transform of Fig. 4(c). Nonetheless, spa-
tial integration of the measured fluence in Fig. 4(d)
reveals that approximately 60% of the energy falls
within the first Airy null, a good result for a cavity
with F�400. We also note the excellent pointing sta-
bility of the signal beam. From 200 measurements of
the far-field centroid position the rms variation of the
vertical and horizontal tilts is �2.5 	rad, or �1% of
the diffraction limit. Fluctuations in beam pointing of
this size can probably be attributed to refractive tur-
bulence from air movement in the laboratory.

Finally, although self-generated pulsed seeding re-
sulted in 90% pump depletion ���90% �, the optical
efficiency for the entire system is lower because the
backward pump energy was as high as 20 mJ. A flat-
topped backward-pump profile, rather than the
Gaussian profile used in the experiment, could im-
prove efficiency. Other methods, such as pulsed idler
seeding, might raise net system efficiency as well.
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